Do the “Write” thing Essay

It was just another afternoon. Playing outside, with group a of friends. I was 9. As my friends and I were approaching the shortcut we always took, leading us to our favorite playground. We noticed a group of tall men. My friends and I were all curious. We kept asking each other, why “why are they here?” we kept watching the men. We all noticed a guy on the ground. Mind you, the alley was very narrow. They were all was yelling, so we all couldn’t catch a single word the men were saying. Suddenly a brawl started. The men were all punching, kicking, even spitting on the man on the ground. We were all startled. Every one of us ran to our street. We suddenly heard from one of the men “never try to keep my money”. Violence is not the answer.

Youth violence had affected many lives. Many people have lost loved ones, friends, and family. Youth violence creates conflict. Conflict makes many people retaliate. When people retaliate, others get hurt. If youth violence wasn’t created neighborhoods would be safer. Local gangs would limit; and people would feel safe walking outside not worrying if they would be attacked. In today’s generation, everyone has to watch what street their on. Those are my reasons how youth violence affected many peoples lives.

There are many causes of youth violence. The most common is peer pressure. Peer pressure creates local gangs. Gangs create conflict with others. Sometimes it’s with other neighborhoods or even innocent people. It’s easy to get in a gang, but harder to get out of one. Another cause of youth violence is lack of parental guidance. Most parents are very strict or over protective. A lot of parents want their children safe. But sadly there are parents who doesn’t feel threaten in their neighborhoods and doesn’t really care until their child is incarcerated or murdered. Those are the most common causes of youth violence.
There are many ways of limiting youth violence. The easiest way is by ending drug dealing. There are many people who feel as though it’s their job or in their words “hustle”. Drug dealers sometimes get others in trouble too. Another way to limit or end youth violence is by being a good role model to others who need it. There are many ways to limit or end youth violence its just up to us to keep our word and try.

Peace. A state of mutual harmony between people or groups, especially in personal relations. If youth violence would end the world would be so much safer. Walking home not worrying if someone would attack or see someone else getting attacked. Moving into a new neighborhood and not worrying if there is a local gang. That’s something everyone needs to pitch in on. Changing our generation to something better would be difficult in the beginning but hard work pays off. Those are all my reason and examples how youth violence affected others lives, causes of youth violence, and ways to help limit it.